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in a vast underwater maze that was
not dived due to lack of time. [See
also article on Aluxes in this issue.]

The flooded Cave of Pitch has
now reached a length of 8183
meters and a maximum depth of 24
meters. Despite much effort, the
entrance fissure leading down-
stream could not be penetrated.
Upstream, the cave was extended
by Philippe Brunet to a distance,
continuously underwater, of 3410
meters from the entrance, which
added 1700 meters of virgin pas-
sage to this river this year. Various
constrictions preclude the use of
diver-propulsion vehicles, so the
only way to make progress is by
finning, during which the solo diver
must carry all of the necessary tanks
for a 6-hour, 45-minute trip.

The small, flooded system of
Palomita, located between Pitch
and Xunaan-Ha, grew from 500
meters to 950 meters of often low
passages, mazy and cluttered with
stalactites.

In the flooded system of Xunaan-
Ha, 1150 meters of virgin passage
brought the total length to 6751
meters, with a maximum depth of
18 meters. Upstream, two passages
split at 90 degrees from each other,
reaching 250 and 275 meters, at
2125 and 2153 meters from the en-
trance. That brings them to a dis-
tance of 150 meters from Palomita,
and 600 meters downstream from
Pitch. C. Depin also reached an iso-
lated, 30-meter-deep pit at 1730

meters from the entrance.
The assumed resurgence of this

system, X-Cacelito, has a flow rate
of 600 liters per second, and it was
penetrated to 80 meters. A very
strong current and low ceiling
heights in the horizontal entrance
fissure made progress difficult.

The flooded system of Ta-Tich,
discovered in 2001, which requires
a 3000-meter-long portage in order
to access it (on top of 9 kilometers
of trail) was lengthened to 5300
meters, with a maximum depth of
11 meters, with 2800 meters of new
passage. Other cenotes, upstream
and downstream of the system,
were noted. This cave, which lies
600 meters away from Nohoch
Aktun, 8100 meters long, promises
to become an important system.

One kilometer to the north, the
team discovered and dove 270
meters of passage in a cave named
Chiqleiro. It ended in breakdown.

The flooded cave of Altar Maya
grew by 2280 meters to a length of
6280 meters. The cave is developed
parallel to the coast and has strong
currents. Its map closely resembles
the flooded passages of Aluxes
Cave.

Other minor caves were found
and explored. The detailed account
of the explorations, the maps, the
photos, the water analyses, and the
system summaries will, as always,
be condensed into an expedition
report, which will be made avail-
able next year. Source: Christian

Thomas in Regards 43, 2002, trans-
lated from French by Yvonne Droms.

A connection has been made be-
tween the downstream region of
Sistema Sac Actun and Sistema
Nohoch Ha through a 1540-meter
passage that bypasses the Naval
Cenote on the south. Sac Actun is
now the fourth longest underwater
cave in Quintana Roo. Also, Siste-
ma Ich Tunich and Cenote Bomba,
both recently discovered, have been
connected. New caves Sistema
Chico, Lizette’s Labyrinth, Cenote
Rudy Sánchez, and Cenote Nohoch
Balaam are being explored near
Sistema Crustacea. Source: www
.caves.org/project/qrss/new.htm.

Benja Sacristan was the first to
document Grutas de Las Palmas,
located in Ejido de Playa del Car-
men. On two subsequent visits, he,
José Mis, and Fred Devos mapped
812 meters of passage in this cave,
which is dry for Quintana Roo, al-
though most of the passage is wet
by dry-cave standards, with many
areas requiring swimming and the
occasional dunking. Source: Fred
Devos in www.aquaexploration.com.

The following two abstracts of
papers presented at the fourteenth
British Cave Research Association
Science Symposium at the Univer-
sity of Bristol in March 2003 are re-
printed from Cave and Karst Science,
volume 29, number 2 (2002) with
permission from the first authors.

“Decoupled Density Stratified
Groundwater Circulation on the
Caribbean Coast of the Yucatan Pen-
insula, Mexico,” by Patricia A.
Beddows,1 Peter L. Smart,1 Fiona F.
Whitaker,2 and Samantha L. Smith2

(1School of Geographical Sciences
and 2Department of Earth Sciences,
University of Bristol).

Coastal carbonate aquifers are
density-stratified with a thin fresh-
water lens that floats on top of
higher-density saline water. The
conventional Dupuit-Ghyben-
Herzberg model indicates that
coastward discharge of fresh water
entrains the underlying saline
water, thus inducing a deep saline
return flow from the ocean into the
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